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Biomedical engineering involves ideologies and problem-solving methods of engineering to biology and medicine. Malaria is a
life-threatening illness, which has gained signi�cant attention among researchers. Since the manual diagnosis of malaria in a
clinical setting is tedious, automated tools based on computational intelligence (CI) tools have gained considerable interest.
 ough earlier studies were focused on the handcrafted features, the diagnostic accuracy can be boosted through deep learning
(DL) methods. is study introduces a new BarnaclesMating Optimizer with Deep Transfer Learning Enabled BiomedicalMalaria
Parasite Detection and Classi�cation (BMODTL-BMPC) model.  e presented BMODTL-BMPC model involves the design of
intelligent models for the recognition and classi�cation of malaria parasites. Initially, the Gaussian �ltering (GF) approach is
employed to eradicate noise in blood smear images.  en, Graph cuts (GC) segmentation technique is applied to determine the
a�ected regions in the blood smear images. Moreover, the barnacles mating optimizer (BMO) algorithm with the NasNetLarge
model is employed for the feature extraction process. Furthermore, the extreme learning machine (ELM) classi�cation model is
employed for the identi�cation and classi�cation of malaria parasites. To assure the enhanced outcomes of the BMODTL-BMPC
technique, a wide-ranging experimentation analysis is performed using a benchmark dataset.  e experimental results show that
the BMODTL-BMPC technique outperforms other recent approaches.

1. Introduction

Biomedical engineering turned out to be helpful for decision-
making in the healthcare sector [1, 2]. It is obvious throughout
health care, from analysis and diagnosis to recovery and
treatment, and entered the social conscience through the

proliferation of implanted health care devices, namely, arti�cial
hips and pacemakers, for further futuristic techniques like 3D
printing of biological organs and stem cell engineering. Bio-
medical engineering focuses on the advancement that improves
healthcare and human health at each level. Malaria, a deadly
disease caused by Plasmodium parasites [3], is still a serious
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health concern around the globe, particularly in third world
countries.Malaria can be prevented and is curable when proper
methods and initiatives are efficiently deployed that mainly
depend on earlier diagnoses of malarial parasites [4]. In the
literature, several approaches, namely, microscopic diagnoses,
clinical diagnoses, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and rapid
diagnostic test (RDT) have been reported that identify malarial
parasites in a patient [5].

Traditional diagnosis techniques such as PCR and
clinical diagnosis are conducted in research communities,
and the accuracy and efficiency depend largely on the level of
human experts [6].*ese experts are present inadequately in
unreached remote areas whereby malaria could be more
prominent. RDT and microscopic diagnoses are two highly
effective malaria diagnosis approaches that make a huge
contribution to malaria control [7]. RDT is an efficient
diagnosis method as it does not need any microscope or
trained professional and offers diagnosis within fifteen
minutes. *e World Health Organization stated the RDT
suffers from several limitations such as lack of insensitivity,
expensive, and vulnearable to damage. *e microscopic
system does not suffer from this shortcoming and it is
considered to be efficient for malaria parasite diagnosis [8].
However, these techniques require the existence of a skilled
microscopist [9]. Automated microscopic malaria parasite
diagnosis includes segmentation of cells and classification of
infected cells, and the acquisition of the microscopic blood
smear images could be a powerful diagnosis method [10]. It
has been noticed that effective identification of malaria
parasites and segmentation of blood cells are utilized to
implement counting. Cell segmentation is a well-studied
area and better outcomes have already been demonstrated in
various research studies [11]. *erefore, machine learning
(ML)-based automated tools have been developed to resolve
the limitations.

Existing image analysis enabled computer-aided diagnosis
(CAD) models through the use of machine learning (ML)
approaches employed to blood smear images. On the other
hand, convolutional neural networks (CNN), a kind of deep
learning (DL) model, offers high scalability and effective
outcome. *e CNN is commonly employed for extracting
detailed information via weights and pooling. But the training
data size considerably influences the classifier results compared
to conventional ML models. For resolving this issue, transfer
learningmodels can bemodelled where the features are derived
from the pretrained models. Earlier works that are focused on
the identification of infected cells involve tools and techniques
from image processing, computer vision, and machine
learning. However, solutions for the classification of infected
cells, which are both accurate and computationally efficient,
have not been studied to the best of our knowledge.

*is study introduces a new Barnacles Mating Optimizer
with Deep Transfer Learning Enabled Biomedical Malaria
Parasite Detection and Classification (BMODTL-BMPC)
model. *e presented BMODTL-BMPC model involves the
Gaussian filtering (GF) approach employed to eradicate noise
in blood smear images. In addition, the Graph cut (GC)

segmentation technique is applied to determine the affected
regions in the blood smear images. Besides, the barnacles
mating optimizer (BMO) algorithm with the NasNetLarge
model is employed for the feature extraction process. Finally,
the extreme learning machine (ELM) classification model is
employed for the identification and classification of malaria
parasites. To assure improvised outcomes of the BMODTL-
BMPC technique, a wide-ranging experimentation analysis is
performed using a benchmark dataset. *e following are the
key contributions of our work:

(i) It proposes a new biomedical intelligent technique for
the recognition and grouping of malaria parasites on
blood smear images.*is technique englobes GF-based
preprocessing, GC segmentation, NasNetLarge feature
extraction, BMO-based hyperparameter optimization,
and ELM classification.

(ii) A wide-ranging experimentation analysis is carried
out using a benchmark dataset.

(iii) *e experimental results demonstrated the signifi-
cance of the BMODTL-BMPC technique over other
approaches.

*e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the most significant works in relation to
our subject. Section 3 illustrates the details of the proposed
methods and materials. Section 4 presents experimental
details, results, and discussion. Concluding remarks are
given in Section 5.

2. Related Works

Recent neural network-based techniques, including machine
learning and deep learning, have been intensively used in the
healthcare and biomedical engineering sector [12–14]. Meng
et al. [14] present a new NCGCNwith CNN feature extraction,
neighbor correlation mining, and graph depiction elements.
*is technique initially extracts CNN representation in each
parasite image and next creates the neighbor correlation
amongst CNN feature with integrating KNN and radius graph
creating techniques, with effective GCN on CNN feature and
its correlation. Fuhad et al. [15] present a totally automated
CNN-based method for the analysis of malaria in the mi-
croscopic blood smear image. *e variation of approaches
containing skill distillation, data expansion, autoencoder,
feature extracting by CNN technique, and classification by
SVM or KNN can be implemented in 3 trained processes.

In [16], a DL-based approach (named DeepSweep) is
conceived to train on the haplotypic image in a genetic region
with identified sweeps for identifying loci under positive se-
lection. *e DL method detects positive selective signatures
frommalaria parasiteWGS data. Moreover, this technique was
generalizable; it is trained for detecting other kinds of selection.
Maqsood et al. [17] present the customized CNN technique,
which demonstrates every observed DL technique. It uses the
bilateral filtering (BF) and image augmentation approach to
highlight features of red blood cells before training themethod.
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*e utilization of image augmentation approaches can avoid
overfitting and achieves generalization.

*e authors in [18] introduced a new hybrid method
dubbed RAL-CNN-SVM for malaria classification. All the
RAL-CNN blocks have residual learning and novel attention
progress that is mostly utilized for extracting image depth
activation features. *e classification layer gets the benefit of
a strong point of the SVM classifier technique. Oyewola et al.
[19] present a new DL technique named data augmentation
CNN (DACNN), trained by reinforcement learning (RL) for
tackling this issue. *e performance of the presented
DACNN technique is related to CNN and directed acyclic
graph CNN (DAGCNN) techniques.

3. Materials and Methods

In this study, a new BMODTL-BMPC technique has been
designed for intelligent recognition and classification of
malaria parasites on blood smear images. *e presented
BMODTL-BMPC technique encompasses GF-based pre-
processing, GC segmentation, NasNetLarge feature extrac-
tion, BMO-based hyperparameter optimization, and ELM
classification. *e workflow of the BMODTL-BMPC model
is shown in Figure 1. Initially, the preprocessing and seg-
mentation processes are carried out using the GF technique
and GC technique, respectively.*en, the segmented images
are fed into the BMO-NasNetLarge model to extract feature
vectors. Finally, they are entered into the ELMmodel for the
classification of malaria parasites.

3.1. Preprocessing: GF Technique. At the first level, the GF
technique can be utilized to eradicate noise in blood smear
images. Firstly, the GF approach can be employed for re-
moving the noise and boosting the medical images. It is
commonly utilized to remove noise and smooth images [20].
It necessitates massive computing resources. Here, the
convolution operator can be defined by the Gaussian op-
erator, and the recommendation of Gaussian smoothening
can be attained by the use of convolution. *e Gaussian
operators in 1D can be defined as follows:

G1D(x) �
1
���
2π

√
σ

e
− x2/2σ2( ). (1)

*e optimum smoothening filter for the image is lo-
calized in frequency as well as spatial domains, where the
ambiguity relationship can be satisfied using the following
equation [20]:

ΔxΔω≥
1
2
. (2)

*e Gaussian operators in 2D are represented by the use
of the following equation:

G2D(x, y) �
1

2πσ2
e

− x2+y2/2σ2( ), (3)

where σ (sigma) implies the standard deviation (SD) of the
Gaussian operators. When it holds higher values, the

smoothening is higher and (x, y) represents the Cartesian
coordinates of the image.

3.2. GraphCuts Segmentation. Once blood smear images are
preprocessed, the next stage is to perform GC segmentation
to determine the affected regions in the blood smear images.
*e GC-based segmentation model lies in the extraction of
diseased regions from the target image with detailed infor-
mation [21]. It is widely used to segment medical images due
to its benefit of attaining global optimum solutions. Here, the
GC segmentation can be considered as the energy function
minimization problem as given in the following equation:

E(f) � (1 − λ) 
u∈P

R fu(  + λ 
u∈P,v∈Nu

B fu, fv( , (4)

where P implies pixel set of image f, Nu denotes 4-
neighboring pixel u, R(fu) indicates region term punishing
individual pixels allocated to objects and backdrop, and
B(fu, fv) indicates boundary component demanding a
disjointedness between u and v. Here, the improved data
produced via nonlinear mapping and the gradient data
attained from the actual ROC are employed for the region
and boundary term computation.

R fu(  �
1 − H lu( , iffu � abnormal”,

H lu( , iffu � normal”,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

B fufv(  �

exp −
lu − lv( 

2

2η2
  ·

1
d(u, v)

, iffu ≠fv,

0, iffu � fv,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

where Iu represents pixel intensities u, d(u, v) indicates the
spatial distance from u to v, and η offers the standard de-
viation of the variances designed by a pair of neighboring
pixels in image f represented by the following equation:

η �

����������������
1

Tu


u∈Pv∈Nu

lu − lv



2



, (6)

where Tu signifies a pixel number of set P. At energy
function of GC, the weight λ computes the contribution of
the boundaries and region components. If the value of λ is
low, the region component acts as a main part in the GC.

3.3. Feature Extraction Using the Optimal NASNetLarge
Model. For extracting feature vectors, the BMO algorithm
with the NasNetLarge model is employed. *e NASNetLarge
method encompasses of encoder and decoder that is followed
by a classification layer.*ere are two considerable variations
in this method compared to Segnet that apply the pretrained
VGG16 architecture for the encoder. *e NasnetLarge-de-
coder net employs the initial 414 layers of NasnetLarge net
(that is a well-trained network for ImageNet classification) as
the encoder for decomposing images [22]. *en, select the
first 414 layers since the size of the last layer is closer to the
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size of the original image; hence, it will not lack more data.
 en, the pretrained weight is not employed but retrain the
net through new information to �t NasnetLarge in this study
because data are distinct from ImageNet.

Additionally, the decoder is distinct and also there are no
pooling indices because NasnetLarge net produces complete
data for the decoder. A suitable decoder could upsample its
input feature map through the max-pooling layer. It com-
prises four blocks in the decoder. Each starts with upsam-
pling that could extend the feature maps and convolutional
and recti�ed linear units.  en, a batch normalization layer
is employed to this map.  e initial decoder that is closer to
the �nal encoder might generate a multichannel feature
map.  is is analogous to how Segnet could produce a
distinct number of channels and sizes as encoder input.  e
last output of the �nal decoder layer is passed to trainable
softmax classi�cation that generates K channel image of
probability in which K denotes the class count.  e fore-
casted segmentation corresponds to the class with the
maximal possibility at all the pixels.

To appropriately tune the hyperparameters that exist in
the NasNetLarge model, the BMO algorithm has been

employed. e barnacles are microbes, which developed close
to objects from the water.  e barnacles are a long penis, and
it endures mate with all the neighbors and competitors in the
in�uence of its penis. e BMO technique was inspired by the
mating process of barnacles [23]. Initially, the candidate
solution is assumed as the barnacle, and the population
initialization takes place using equation (7).  e validation of
the population and storage process occurs by locating the
global solution obtained at the top ofX. Afterward, the parent
that mated is selected utilizing (8) and (9):

X �
x11 · · · xn1
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

x1N · · · xnN


, (7)

barnacle−d � randperm(N), (8)

barnacle−m � randperm(N), (9)

whereN represents the entire barnacle population, n implies
the control variable count, and barnacl d and barnacle−m

Preprocessing and Segmentation Process

Guassian Filtering (GF) and Graph Cuts Method

Feature Extraction Process

Performance Evaluation

Accuracy Precision SensitivityF-Score ROC Curve

Database

Parasitized

Data Collection
(Malaria Parasites)

Extreme Learning Machine Model

Classification Process

Barnacles Mating Optimization with NasNetLarge Model

Uninfected

Specificity

Figure 1: Block diagram of the BMODTL-BMPC model.
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denote themating parents.While there is no speci�c formula
in deriving the reproduction procedure of the barnacles, the
BMO technique is emphasizing the genotype frequency of
parents from producing the o�spring based on the Har-
dy–Weinberg rule. It is noticeable the length of penis (pl)
performs as an important part in determining the exploi-
tation and exploration procedure. If the selection of bar-
nacles endures mate from the restrict pl of Dad Barnacles,
the exploitation process occurs.  e following formula has
been projected to produce a novel parameter of o�spring in
the barnacle parent:

xN−new
i � pxNbarnacle−d + qx

N
barnacle−m

, (10)

where p denotes the arbitrary number from the uniform
distribution of zero and one q � (1 − p), xNbarnacle−d and
xNbarnacle−m refer to the parameters of Dad andMum barnacles
that are selected, and p and q signify the genotype frequency
of Dad and Mum barnacles from the novel o�spring. Af-
terward, the exploration process is provided as follows:

xn−newi � rand × xnbarnacle−m, (11)

where rand refers to the arbitrary number between zero and
one. In the above formula, it is de�ned that the recently
generated o�spring in the mother barnacle reaches the
sperms released by other barnacles. In the iteration proce-
dure, the place of barnacles is upgraded. Finally, the BMO is
signi�ed by the approximation of global optimal to the
optimized problem.

 e BMO approach mainly determines a �tness value
with the goal of attaining maximum classi�er results. It
computes a positive integer in order to demonstrate im-
proved outcomes on the candidate solution. Here, reducing
the classi�er error rate can be treated as the �tness function,
as given in equation (12).  e optimum solution holds the
least error rate and the poorly attained solution o�ers high
error rate.

fitness xi( ) � Classifier Error Rate xi( ),

�
number of misclassified samples

total number of samples
∗ 100.

(12)

3.4. ELM Classi�cation. In the �nal stage, the ELM classi-
�cation model is employed for the identi�cation and clas-
si�cation of malaria parasites. It is one of the popular kinds
of arti�cial neural networks that has gained considerable
interest in the past few decades [24].  e ELM network
provides a hybrid template with a higher divergence of
feature transmission that is applied in the hidden layer.  is
could be directly in regression and multiclass classi�cation.
 e ELM determines a learning methodology for Single
Hidden Neural Network (SHNN) with random initialization
of inputted bias and weight and the systematic calculation of
the output weight.  e major arrangement of ELM-NN has
been demonstrated in Figure 2. In the ELM network, assume
M training instances and D dimension, as follows:

x(n), t(n)( ), n � 1: Μ, (13)

where t(n) ∈ RK and x(n) ∈ RD. A feedforward neural net-
work-based ELM concept is given as follows:

∑
N

m�1
βmh w

T
mX

(n) + bm( ) � t(n). (14)

Now, h indicates the activation function, bm de�nes the
bias formth hidden layer, andN determines the hidden layers.

wm � [wm1, wm2, . . .wmD] denotes the inputted weight
vector that joints the inputted neuron to the mth neuron of
the invisible layer and βm � [βm1, βm2, . . . , βmK] de�nes the
vector of weight that joints the mch neuron of the invisible
layer to the outputted layer. It can be brie�y explained in the
following equation:

Hβ � T. (15)

Now,

H �
g wTmX

(1) + b1( ) · · · g wTMX
(1) + b1( )

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

g wT1X
(N) + b1( ) · · · g wTMX

(N) + bM( )






,

H � βT1 , β
T
2 , . . . , β

T
M[ ]

T

M×NT � tT1 , t
T
2 , . . . , t

T
M[ ]

T

N×K.

(16)

Further, the hidden neuron has fewer numbers when
compared to the training instance and H represents a
nonsquare matrix. erefore, the subsequent formula is used
to resolve the shortcomings:

β̂ � H↑T, (17)

where H† de�nes the generalized Moore–Penrose matrix
inverse.

4. Experimental Results

In this section, the malaria parasite classi�cation results of
the BMODTL-BMPC model on blood smear images are
carried out.  e results are tested using the malaria dataset
comprising a set of 26161 samples [25]. It includes 1312
samples under parasitized class and 13029 samples under

Input Layer Output Layer

Hidden Layer

...... ...

Figure 2: Structure of ELM.
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uninfected class. Figure 3 displays a sample set of blood
smear images.  e proposed model is simulated using the
Python 3.6.5 tool.  e results are investigated under distinct
sizes of training (TR) and testing (TS) data, as given below:

(i) TR/TS_data of 90 :10
(ii) TR/TS_data of 80 : 20
(iii) TR/TS_data of 70 : 30, and
(iv) TR/TS_data of 60 : 40

 e confusion matrices o�ered by the BMODTL-BMPC
model on malaria parasite classi�cation outcomes on dis-
tinct sizes of TR/TS_dataset are given in Figure 4. With TR/
TS_data of 90 :10, the BMODTL-BMPC model has recog-
nized 1301 samples in parasitized class and 1291 samples in
uninfected class. In addition, with TR/TS_data of 80 : 20, the
BMODTL-BMPC model has accepted 2584 samples in
parasitized class and 2559 samples in uninfected class.
Moreover, with TR/TS_data of 70 : 30, the BMODTL-BMPC
model has recognized 3905 samples into parasitized class
and 3737 samples into uninfected class. Finally, with TR/
TS_data of 60 : 40, the BMODTL-BMPC model has ac-
knowledged 5257 samples into parasitized class and 5055
samples into uninfected class.

Table 1 and Figure 5 demonstrate the overall malaria
parasite classi�cation outcomes of the BMODTL-BMPC
model with distinct sizes of training/testing data (TR/

TS_data). With TR/TS_data of 90 :10, the BMODTL-BMPC
model has classi�ed parasitized samples with accuy of
99.04%, precn of 99.05%, recal of 99.05%, specy of 99.05%,
and Fscore of 99.04%. Besides, the BMODTL-BMPC model
has categorized uninfected samples with accuy of 99.04%,
precn of 99.61%, recal of 98.47%, specy of 99.62%, and Fscore
of 99.04%. Likewise, with TR/TS_data of 60 : 40, the
BMODTL-BMPC model has categorized parasitized sam-
ples with accuy of 98.54%, precn of 97.86%, recal of 99.28%,
specy of 97.78%, and Fscore of 98.57%. Besides, the
BMODTL-BMPC model has considered uninfected samples
with accuy of 98.54%, precn of 99.25%, recal of 97.78%, specy
of 99.28%, and Fscore of 98.51%.

Figure 6 depicts an average malaria parasite classi�cation
outcome of the BMODTL-BMPCmodel with distinct sizes of
TR/TS_dataset. On TR/TS_data of 90 :10, the BMODTL-
BMPC model has o�ered average accuy of 99.04%, precn of
99.05%, recal of 99.05%, specy of 99.05%, andFscore of 99.04%.
Moreover, on TR/TS_data of 80 : 20, the BMODTL-BMPC
model has provided average accuy of 98.28%, precn of 98.28%,
recal of 98.29%, specy of 98.29%, and Fscore of 98.28%.
Furthermore, on TR/TS_data of 70 : 30, the BMODTL-BMPC
model has attained average accuy of 97.36%, precn of 97.39%,
recal of 97.35%, specy of 97.35%, and Fscore of 97.36%. At the
same time, on TR/TS_data of 60 : 40, the BMODTL-BMPC
model has exhibited average accuy of 98.54%, precn of
98.56%, recal of 98.53%, specy of 98.53%, andFscore of 98.54%.

(b)

(a)

Figure 3: Sample images of (a) parasitized class and (b) uninfected class.
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Figure 4: Confusionmatrices of the BMODTL-BMPCmodel: (a) TR/TS_data of 90 :10; (b) TR/TS_data of 80 : 20; (c) TR/TS_data of 70 : 30;
(d) TR/TS_data of 60 : 40.

Table 1: Overall malaria parasite classification outcome of the BMODTL-BMPC model.

Class labels Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) Specificity (%) F-score (%)
Training/testing (90 :10)
Parasitized 99.04 98.49 99.62 98.47 99.05
Uninfected 99.04 99.61 98.47 99.62 99.04
Average 99.04 99.05 99.05 99.05 99.04
Training/testing (80:20)
Parasitized 98.28 98.89 97.69 98.88 98.29
Uninfected 98.28 97.67 98.88 97.69 98.27
Average 98.28 98.28 98.29 98.29 98.28
Training/testing (70:30)
Parasitized 97.36 96.63 98.21 96.49 97.42
Uninfected 97.36 98.14 96.49 98.21 97.31
Average 97.36 97.39 97.35 97.35 97.36
Training/testing (60:40)
Parasitized 98.54 97.86 99.28 97.78 98.57
Uninfected 98.54 99.25 97.78 99.28 98.51
Average 98.54 98.56 98.53 98.53 98.54
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Figure 7 illustrates the ROC curve obtained by the
BMODTL-BMPC model on the TR/TS_data of 90 :10.  e
�gure indicated that the BMODTL-BMPCmodel has shown
e�ectual malaria parasite classi�cation results.  e
BMODTL-BMPC model has gained maximum ROC values
on the classi�cation of two class labels, namely, parasitized
and uninfected.

Figure 8 exempli�es the ROC curve gotten by the
BMODTL-BMPC model on the TR/TS_data of 80 : 20.  e
�gure designated that the BMODTL-BMPC model has
exposed capable malaria parasite classi�cation results.  e
BMODTL-BMPCmodel has expanded supreme ROC values
on the classi�cation of two class labels, speci�cally para-
sitized and uninfected.

Figure 9 demonstrates the ROC curve gained by the
BMODTL-BMPC model on the TR/TS_data of 70 : 30.  e
�gure speci�ed that the BMODTL-BMPC model has

revealed e�ective malaria parasite classi�cation results.  e
BMODTL-BMPC model has gained maximum ROC values
on the classi�cation of two class labels, namely, parasitized
and uninfected.

Figure 10 displays the ROC curve attained by the
BMODTL-BMPC model on the TR/TS_data of 60 : 40.  e
�gure showed that the BMODTL-BMPC model has revealed
capable malaria parasite classi�cation results.  e BMODTL-
BMPCmodel has increased ROC values in the classi�cation of
two class labels, namely, parasitized and uninfected.

Table 2 and Figure 11 illustrate an extensive comparative
study of the BMODTL-BMPC approach with recent
methods [15].  e obtained results indicated that the
BMODTL-BMPC approach has resulted in maximum
classi�cation outcome over the other methods.

On examining the outcome in terms of accuy, the
BMODTL-BMPC model has o�ered higher accuy of 99.04%
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Figure 5: Malaria parasite classi�cation outcome of the BMODTL-BMPC model: (a) TR/TS_data of 90 :10; (b) TR/TS_data of 80 : 20; (c)
TR/TS_data of 70 : 30; (d) TR/TS_data of 60 : 40.
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Figure 6: Average malaria parasite classi�cation outcome of BMODTL-BMPC model: (a) TR/TS_data of 90 :10; (b) TR/TS_data of 80 : 20;
(c) TR/TS_data of 70 : 30; (d) TR/TS_data of 60 : 40.
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Figure 7: ROC curve of the BMODTL-BMPC model with TR/
TS_data of 90 :10.
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Figure 8: ROC curve of the BMODTL-BMPC model with TR/
TS_data of 90 :10.
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whereas the MBS-MPCM, ML-MPCM, MIEC-MPCM,
CNN-MPCM, DBN-MPCM, and CNN-MDFS models have
resulted in reduced accuy of 78.59%, 85.14%, 95.80%,
96.34%, 98.51%, and 98.71%, respectively.

Similarly, on inspecting the outcome in terms of accuy,
the BMODTL-BMPC model has presented increase sensy of
99.05% whereas the MBS-MPCM, ML-MPCM, MIEC-
MPCM, CNN-MPCM, DBN-MPCM, and CNN-MDFS
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Figure 9: ROC curve of the BMODTL-BMPC model with TR/TS_data of 90 :10.
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Figure 10: ROC curve of the BMODTL-BMPC model with TR/TS_data of 90 :10.

Table 2: Comparative malaria parasite classi�cation outcome of the BMODTL-BMPC model with existing models [15].

Methods Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) Speci�city (%) F1 score (%) Precision (%)
MBS-MPCM 78.59 90.94 78.79 81.58 80.38
ML-MPCM 85.14 98.08 91.32 82.95 82.98
MIEC-MPCM 95.80 92.49 96.73 84.58 88.29
CNN-MPCM 96.34 96.78 98.02 98.71 96.94
DBN-MPCM 98.51 98.54 97.10 96.75 97.93
CNN-MDFS 98.71 96.84 98.38 98.94 95.49
BMODTL-BMPC 99.04 99.05 99.05 99.05 99.04
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models have reached slightly decreased sensy of 90.94%,
98.08%, 92.49%, 96.78%, 98.54%, and 96.84%, respectively.
After observing the results and discussion, it is veri�ed that
the BMODTL-BMPC model is a pro�cient tool for malaria
parasite classi�cation.

5. Conclusion

In this article, a new BMODTL-BMPC technique has been
projected for the intelligent recognition and grouping of
malaria parasites on blood smear images.  e presented
BMODTL-BMPC technique encompasses GF-based pre-
processing, GC segmentation, NasNetLarge feature ex-
traction, BMO-based hyperparameter optimization, and
ELM classi�cation. To appropriately tune the hyper-
parameters that exist in the NasNetLarge model, the BMO
algorithm has been employed. In the �nal stage, the ELM
classi�cation model is employed for the identi�cation and
classi�cation of malaria parasites. For ensuring the en-
hanced outcomes of the BMODTL-BMPC technique, a
wide-ranging experimentation analysis is performed using
a benchmark dataset.  e experimental outcome high-
lighted the e�ectual outcomes of the BMODTL-BMPC
technique over recent approaches. In the future, deep in-
stance segmentation models can be employed to improve
classi�cation outcomes.
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